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Origin and development of  thermal detectors 
-  Micro and macro-calorimenters: 
     Single beta decay  and the neutrino mass  
     The second mystery of   Ettore Majorana 
     The search for direct interactions of WIMPS 
-  Expected and unexpected future of cryogenic detectors 
-  Dreams 

  Application of Low Temperature detectors in physics :  
  Past , Present, Future 

                                          Ieri,     Oggi,   Domani 
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A 2.2 kg TeO2 



: 
0.8 keV FWHM   @  46 keV 
1.4 keV FWHM  @ 0.351 MeV 
2.1 keV FWHM  @ 0.911 MeV 
2.6 keV FWHM  @ 2.615 MeV 
3.2 keV FWHM  @ 5.407 MeV  
 
(the best   α  spectrometer so far 

210
Po α line 
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Energy resolution of ea crystal of  TeO2 5x5x5 cm3 (~ 760 g ) 
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Thermometers 
Thermal detectors with NTD Ge sensors  
Thermal sensors with doped semiconductors  
Superconducting Tunnel Junctions  
Superconducting Phase Transition sensors  
Superconducting Transition Edge Sensors 
Superconducting Kinetic Inductance Devices 
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 β decay  ββ decay 

Beta spectrometers  3H => 3He + e - + ν e  KATRIN      2 eV => 
0.2 eV 
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Direct measurement of the neutrino mass 



 
 

An alternative measurement of the antineutrino mass   
      

187Re => 187Os + e - + ν e       
Nucleus with the lowest beta transition energy (∼ 2.5 keV)  
Source inside the detector  => all energy spent inside the detector  is measured  
It corresponds to the entire decay energy apart the antineutrino one 
If the  beta decay occurs to an exited state also the decay of this state is measured 
 
                                          163Os + e - => 163Dy + ν e       
 

Thermal detectors for searches on neutrino mass in single  β decay 
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A.Nucciotti 
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Milan-NASA- GSFC => 228 crystals of   ̴ .5mg of  AgReO4  => .
27 decay/second with  implanted Si:P thermistors   (E.Ferri). 

E.Ferri 



D.Schmidt, 
L.Gastaldo 
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The second mystery of Ettore Majorana	




→            →  
<=            => 

Majorana 
=>1937 

Neutrinoless double beta decay and  Majorana neutrinos  

RIGHT 

LEFT ν: 

ν: 
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Double beta decay	




Two neutrino and neutrinoless double beta decay 
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<mν> ~  0.34eV 

Possible evidence in 0νββ in 76Ge 
(H.Klapdor et al)  
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EXO  Τ0ν
1/2 (136Xe)   > 1.6 × 1025 yr correspond <mν >  140–380me 

KAMLAND-ZEN      > 3.4 × 1025 yr  (Fukushima) 120-250                                     
GERDA I ? 

Present results on neutrinoless  DBD 



Future experiments on DBD (from Elliott) 
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NEW SNO+ dissolves Te in the scintillator 
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Mibeta (Milan) an array of  20 bolometers of  TeO2  of 320 =>  6.8 kg 

CUORICINO (CUORICINO Coll.)                                     =>   40.7 kg 

CUORE (CUORE coll)            988 crystals of  750 g          =>    741 kg 

130 Te => 130 Xe + 2 e   a.i,. ~ 34%  ΔE = 2527 keV 
 

Searches of ββ decay with thermal detectors 



L.Canonica,L
.Taffarello 

CUORICINO CUORE0 CUORE 



Compound Isotopic abundance  Transiton energy 
48CaF2  .0187 % 4272 keV 

76Ge  7.44   " 2038.7  " 

100MoPbO4   9.63   " 3034     " 

116CdWO4 7.49   " 2804     " 

130TeO2 34      " 2528     " 

  150NdF3      150NdGaO3                    5.64    " 3368 “ 

Other possible candidates for  ββ decay 
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The future 



Searches for direct interactions of Weakly 
Interacting Massive particles (WIMPS) 

Galactic WIMPs interact on a nucleus  depositing  tens to hundreds of 
keV of kinetic e nergy to a single nucleus. 

       

J-Lanfranchi 
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Evidence of a seasonal variation by DAMA/LIBRA 
 
Positive => CRESST,Cogent, CDMS II silicon?  
 
Negative => CDMS II, Xenon100,Picasso, COUPP 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detectors 
=> nuclear emulsions 
=> bubbles 
=> the human body 
=> ionization and scintillation (two phases) 
=> LTD’s with and without ionization and/or scintillations 
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ROSEBUD SrF2 
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Spin independent Spin  dependent 
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First results on low-mass WIMP from the CDEX-TEXONO experiment 
at the China Jin ping underground Laboratory 

WIMP dark matter from 14.6 kg-day of data taken with a 994 g p-type point-
contact germanium detector  

X 



Reduction of the background in ββ and DM experiments 
DM  =>   enhance nuclear recoil 
                reduce electromagnetic  (e,g etc) contribution 
ββ       => enhance detection of the electron pair 
                reduce  degraded α particle 

Hybrid techniquest (acting in a different way)  
              Thermal detector are slow , but  
               ionization, scintillationa and  light are fast 
Pulse shape discrimination  (even for  thermal detectors if associated with a 

large energy loss  by scintillation 
Cherenkov light (for TeO2 detectors  for instance 
Surface activity reduction for  ββ experiments by 
 
=>Surface-sensitive composite bolometers (eg. thin TeO2, Ge slabs or NbSi) 
⇒ Reflecting film and light detector 
⇒ Cerenkov light at 2.5 Mev 125 photons => 350 eV (in TeO2)  
⇒  Heat  + Scintillation or ionization 
                                             
 
 

L. Cardani,Geon-Bo Kim 
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The first scintillating calorimenter (CaF2) 
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CUORE - LUCIFER 

CdWO4 

ZnSe 

ZnMoO4 

? 
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I miss  nuclear physics! 

Nuclear tables  are sometimes wrong! 
 
 

 
 
 

But many relevant results in X and α spectroscopy 
D.Benford,D.Schmidt,m.Ploosari,S.Hakateyama,W.Hoon,P.Egelhof,M.Croce. 

 
 
  
 
 

D.Benford,D.Schmidt,M.Ploosari, 
S.Hakateyama,W.Hoon 
P.Egelhof,M.Croce. 
	


 
 

209Bi considered the  stable with the higher atomic number => it is not ! 
Heat+light in Paris and Milan  => τ  ∼  2  1019 years 
 
 



Archaeometry 
 Roman Lead 
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Procured enough for CUORE 



210Pb (22.3 y) => 210Bi => 210Po => 206Pb 
Lead is an excellent shielding material , but… 
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Measured thermally => less than 4 mBBq/kg 

                                    
 
 
                           
 
 Isotopic lead geochronology 
 

 
                                   
 
 

23U => 206Pb 
235U=> 207Pb 
232 Th° => 208Pb 
 204 Pb (reference) 	




Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering 

 Same technique as for Dark Matter  
 
 Not yet found , but cross section enhanced by coherence 
 => high intensity π and  µ  decay-at-rest (DAR) (maximum 

neutrino energy ≈52 MeV) 
⇒ Maybe also from SNS and  Supernovae 
⇒ Maybe even with reactors 

Texono (with the Taiwan reactor and the Texono-CDEX 
collaboration in Jinping Underground Laboratory  
 
=>Array of small Ge ionisation detectors  (better calorimeters!)  
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DREAM 

Detection of relic neutrinos 
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ν e  + 3H=> 3He + e -            ν e  + 187Re => 187Os + e - 
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NEVER  SAY NEVER (James Bond) 


